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Abstra t.

The future medium energy physi s program at the ele tron stret her a elerator
ELSA of Bonn University mainly relies on experiments using polarized ele trons in the
energy range from 1 to 3.2 GeV.
To provide a polarized beam with high polarization and suÆ ient intensity a dedi ated sour e has been developed and set into operation. To prevent depolarization
during a eleration in the ir ular a elerators several depolarizing resonan es have to
be orre ted for. Intrinsi resonan es are ompensated using two pulsed betatron tune
jump quadrupoles. The in uen e of imperfe tion resonan es is su essfully redu ed
applying a dynami losed orbit orre tion in ombination with an empiri al harmoni
orre tion on the energy ramp.
In order to minimize beam depolarization, both types of resonan es and the orre tion te hniques have been studied in detail. It turned out that the polarization in ELSA
an be onserved up to 2.5 GeV and partially up to 3.2 GeV whi h is demonstrated by
measurements using a Mller polarimeter installed in the external GDH1-beamline.

I INTRODUCTION
At ELSA [1℄ external xed target experiments with longitudinally polarized ele trons or ir ularly polarized photons (produ ed by Bremsstrahlung) are arried out.
The rst one is the GDH experiment, whi h just has started with data a quisition.
Be ause self polarization of the beam by Sokolov-Ternov e e t an not be used due
to the operation mode of ELSA, a polarized ele tron sour e is used. The polarized
ele tron beam is prea elerated in a lina and a fast y ling booster (50 Hz). After
inje tion into the main ring further a eleration up to 3.5 GeV is possible (Fig. 1).
The GDH ollaboration is named after the authors of the so- alled Drell-Hearn-Gerasimov
sum rule.
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The ELSA fa ility at Bonn University.

II THE POLARIZED ELECTRON SOURCE

A pulsed low energy beam of polarized ele trons is produ ed in a newly developed
polarized ele tron gun [2℄. In order to enhan e the overall eÆ ien y it operates
with a new pulsed inje tor lina whi h requires an inje tion energy of 50 keV, a
pulse length of 1 s and a repetition rate of 50 Hz [3℄. The inverted high voltage
stru ture of the gun permits to vary the distan e between athode and anode and
allows to adjust the pervean e of the gun. For medium energy experiments, the
gun is operated in spa e harge limitation, emitting a peak urrent of 100 mA in
re tangular 1 s long ele tron pulses. Using a Be-InGaAs/Be-AlGaAs superlatti e
photo athode [4℄ a polarization of 80 % and a orresponding quantum eÆ ien y
of 0.4 % was obtained. The photo athode lifetime during operation is higher than
3000 hours [5℄.

III DEPOLARIZING RESONANCES

In ELSA depolarization is aused mainly by intrinsi and imperfe tion resonan es [6℄. The spin originally oriented nearly perpendi ular to the a elerator
plane pre esses around the dire tion of the magneti eld in the bending magnets.
During ir ulation of the parti les in the syn hrotron only the polarization omponent parallel to the guiding eld is onserved while the other omponents are lost.
Horizontal magneti elds ause polarization loss in the ase of a resonan e with
the spin pre ession frequen y. Imperfe tion resonan es are aused by losed orbit
displa ements in the fo using quadrupoles. Intrinsi resonan es are driven by the

verti al betatron motion of the ele trons, hara terized by the verti al betatron
tune Qz .
The depolarization aused by linear rossing of an isolated resonan e is quanti ed
by the Froissart-Stora-Formula [7℄
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where  is the resonan e strength and the rossing speed. Small polarization
losses an_ be obtained for a small resonan e strength  or a high rossing speed
( = _ a!Qz for intrinsi resonan es). In this formula the in uen e of syn hrotron
os illations and radiation is negle ted. To take these e e ts into a ount we use
a modi ed Froissart-Stora-Formula whi h essentially des ribes the depolarization
after independently rossing of a depolarizing resonan e and the two rst order
syn hrotron satellites:
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where s is the resonan e strength of the rst order syn hrotron satellites.
Spin tra king studies show that this des ription is suÆ ient to explain the behavior of depolarization at resonan es at higher energies in ELSA. Espe ially a total
spin ip ( PPfi = 1) an not be observed in ELSA at energies higher than 1.6 GeV.
Three te hniques are used to avoid depolarization: Intrinsi resonan es are
rossed fast with help of two pulsed betatron tune jump quadrupoles whi h
shift the verti al betatron tune. The strengths of imperfe tion resonan es must
be redu ed to avoid depolarization. This is done with a dynami orre tion of
the losed orbit during the energy ramp. For further redu tion of the remaining
resonan e strengths harmoni orre tions are applied.

A Tune jumps

For intrinsi resonan es a high resonan e rossing speed an be a hieved by fast
shifting the verti al betatron tune Qz using pulsed quadrupoles. Before rossing the
resonan e, the verti al betatron tune is shifted fast by the tune jump quadrupoles.
The tune jump system at ELSA onsists of two quadrupoles whi h an be pulsed
up to 500 A in 4{14 s [11{13℄. This orresponds to a tune shift of Qz = 0:1.
The verti al betatron tune is shifted ba k to its original value within 4 to 20 ms
before the next resonan e is rossed.

B Closed orbit orre tion

The losed orbit is measured with a BPM system onsisting of 28 monitor stations. After orre tion with 19 verti al and 21 horizontal orre tor magnets the
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FIGURE 2. A hieved polarization in ELSA. The bla k arrows indi ate the energies of intrinsi
resonan es (Qz = 4:431), the gray ones the position of the imperfe tion resonan es.

remaining horizontal and verti al distortions (determining the depolarization) are
smaller than 0.2 mm (rms) [8{10℄.
The losed orbit is measured and orre ted at the energies of the imperfe tion
resonan es. Between these energies a linear interpolation of all orre tor ki k angles
is done. With this interpolation a dynami losed orbit orre tion during the energy
ramp is a hieved. After this orre tion most of the imperfe tion resonan es be ome
so weak that no signi ant depolarization is observed.

C Harmoni orre tion

A further redu tion of the strength of ea h imperfe tion resonan e an be
a hieved by harmoni orre tion. The losed orbit harmoni s relevant for a single
resonan e are orre ted by modifying the verti al losed orbit. For ea h resonan e
two modulation parameters have to be found empiri ally by measurements of the
polarization of the extra ted beam.

IV THE GDH-MLLER POLARIMETER

All polarization measurements were performed with the GDH-Mller polarimeter in the external beamline [14℄. This two-arm polarimeter onsists of a target
system, a spe trometer dipole magnet and a dete tor system. The target system
is omposed of several hangeable polarized foils with di erent orientations of the
magnetization relative to the ele tron beam whi h enable the measurement of all
three ve tor omponents of the ele tron beam polarization. Both Mller s attered
ele trons are energy separated in the dipole magnet and are identi ed in oin iden e
in the dete tor system.

V POLARIZATION OF THE EXTRACTED BEAM

Polarized ele trons ould be su essfully a elerated to higher energies by means
of the orre tions for depolarizing resonan es. We observe a polarization of P 
72% up to energies of 2 GeV, whi h de reases to P  65% at 2.55 GeV and drops
to P  30% at 3.2 GeV (see Fig.2). An external urrent of max. 3 nA ould
be delivered to the GDH-Tagger target. Optimization of the polarization levels at
higher energies is subje t to future studies at ELSA.

VI SUMMARY

At ELSA a new polarized ele tron sour e has been developed and set into operation. A polarization of P = 80%, QE = 0:4% and a urrent of 100 mA were
obtained. Polarized ele trons have been su essfully a elerated to higher energies.
Several te hniques for orre tion of depolarizing resonan es have been implemented.
The longitudinal and transversal polarization omponents were measured with a
Mller polarimeter installed in the extra tion beamline. We now an provide a
polarized ele tron beam over the full energy range of ELSA.
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